MCE20220102SM

Company Name
Business Category
(Industry)
Main products or services
Address

Mando Corporation Europe GmbH
e-Micro Mobility, Bicycle, Cargo Bicycle Industry
Manufacturer for electrical drive System for Bicycle’s
(called “Serial Hybrid System”)
Adolph-Prior-Str. 16, 65936 Frankfurt am Main
Mr. Sunghwan Chang

Name of

Mr. Tilo Dinger

Contact Person

Phone Number

+49 (0)69 791279 193

Fax

-

Website(URL)

www.mando.com

Email

mandoeurope.hr@halla.com

Year of Establishment

1996 in Germany

No. of Employees

110

Name of Representative

Company Introduction

Mr. Kim, Ryunseok

Our company is a global leader for automotive parts based on global network

Position : System Engineer (m/w/d)

Work Experience

Educational



Having an apprenticeship or experience in mechanical components of Bicyle’s



A backgroud as bicycle mechanic would be great



Expirience in working with of electrical components (eBike technology)



Experience with battery supported drive systems (eBike technology)



Basic experience in automotive CAN would be great



Experience in the field of Micro Mobility or Bicycle Business would be great



Also young professionals are welcome to apply



A education as bicycle Mechanic (Mechatronic, Mechanical or Bicycle Technology) with

Preferences
Certifications &

some practical experience


Licenses
Introduction

Competency working with a PC especially with Microsoft applications, as like Word, Excel
and Power point are mandatory



Drivers Licence is Mandatory for traveling to customer



Technology is our vision and future.

Technology and quality are important for all companies. But quality and technology itself are
Mando’s “vision,” not the “object” of improvement. The half-century history of challenges and
passion of Mando to secure the only independent domestic technology in a country which lacked
automotive parts technology has now turned into a living history of South Korean vehicles, the
technology and quality of which are acknowledged in the world market.
Mando will develop into a global company encompassing core parts, which are the basis of safe
vehicles, to high value-added future cutting-edge automotive parts, based on talented human
resources, cutting-edge technology and production facilities, and leading quality competitiveness.
In the Divison that develops drive systems for e-Micro Mobility (ex. Pedelec, E-Cargobike). Our
chainless “Serial Hybrid System” for vehicles in the Bicycle class, provide unprecedented freedom
and flexibility to manufacturers of two, three and four wheel vehicle concepts. We are convinced
that our drive system will form the future of urban mobility and last mile logistics. Because of the
Market demand and the adventures to come we are looking for you to strengthen our Team. Are
you ready to join a team that is working on future mobility?


Fostering Global Talents

To practice the belief that the top priority of corporate value is human resources, Mando is
devoting itself to fostering talents based on the trust of individual employees. We invite you to be
part of Mando’s future as our partner. (www.mando.com)
Our company is looking for a System Engineer who works for the regional (European) Smart
Personal Mobility department directly reports to the team leader located in Frankfurt. Duties and
responsibilities will include a role to communicate with customers, Mando´s Global tech
organization and manufacturing site in Poland by communication in English and German with other
functions in Frankfurt. In order to be successful in this role, you will need be flexible in your Job

roles, because processes are being developed for this Startup Business, including the international
and fast driven environment. A curious chance seeker would be a perfect match to our team. The
company will surely provide trainings and offer close support for soft landing to Mando
organization.
The candidate will be working in Frankfurt am Main as a part of Mando´s global tech organization
and responsible sales accounts for our European customers to cooperate with our global
organization.

Job description

[Qualifications]


As our new service Engineer, you will be responsible to support our Micro Mobility OEM
customers and will cooperate closely with the team leader and the global Mando
organization to meet customer satisfaction.



Consequently you will take ownership of Customer technical requests, warranty cases and
technical trouble shooting to achieve customer satisfaction.



You will help to build up a customer request tracking system and to work consequently to
protocol customer requests closely



You will support our customers in their early stage dvelopments to intergarte the Mando
Series Hybrid drive system in to the customers vehicles



You will help to Build a workshop for early stage customer vehicle configurations,
customized drive system tuning and system analysis



You move confidently in an national and international customer environment and you
appreciate an open-minded way of working with flat hierarchies within the globally
operating Mando organization, located with its Headquarters in Korea



You will collect customer technical related Ideas, wishes, complains and requests and
communicate these to the regional Sales, Product Management and to your team Leader



You will have administrative work such as reports and necessary documentations which are
requested from the national and international organizations



You will be involved in technical trouble shooting in cooperation with national and
international customer teams and excellent interpersonal skills



You will be one of the first team members in our developing new team in a emerging
startup business



Preparing your work area organizational for further groth



You enjoy working in an agile, international environment with flat hierarchies where you can
have a direct impact on our success



You should be open minded for change and have no issue communicating in both, German
and English. (Korean would be great)



You have a strong mindset to grow together with Mando for the future



You would like to expirience both, Korea and forean cultures, and how to cope in an
international business environment.



Coordinate with manufacturing, engineering and logistics to implement engineering
changes



Suport coordinate customer equipment shipments by organizing regional and international
transportation of our drive system, components and electrical batteries


Application

Higly self-motivated and has enthusiasim on own’s job in a team

If your experiences matches our requirements please forward your complete application documents
written in English and German - preferably via e-mail – with information about your earliest
possible starting date, your salary expectation and the reference number (MCE20220102SM) to:
Mando Corporation Europe GmbH
Mr. Ryunseok Kim
Adolph-Prior-Straße 16
65936 Frankfurt am Main
mandoeurope.hr@halla.com

